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PHOTOORAPH.':l 

Typical Control Desk Installation 
Equipment Console, Front View 
Equipment Console, Back View 
1~in Control Panel, Front View 
Liain Control Panel, Back View 
Main Control ranel, Bottom View 
Crash Panel, Front View 
Crash Panel, Back View 
Crash Panel, Bottom View 
Teletalk a~d V .. HeF. Panel, Front View 
Electronic :Jixer, Front View 
Electron~ :li.xer, Back View 
Electronic ;,li,xer, Bot too View 
CoO.D. Relay Amplifier, Front View 
CoOoD .. Relay Amplifier or Remote C .. O .. Do Relay Amplifier, 

Back View 
CoOoDo Relay Amplifier, Bottom View 
Remote C.O .. D., Front View 
Remote CoO.D., Bottom View 
Preamplifier and Compressor, r.1odel 142, Front View 
Preamplifier and Ca.11pressor, Back View 
Preamplifier and Compressor, Bot tom View 
Cathode Follower, Lrodel lo6B 
Localizer :.~onitor, Front View 
Localizer :'onitor, Back View 
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U o S. NAVAL AIR STA'I'IONS & AUXILIARY AIR STATIONS 
AIH. 'rRAFF'IC CONTROL TCli'.l.~ 

I. £OllER E:QUIPMENT - LOCA'l'ION AND FUNCTIONS: 

RESTRICT.W 

A., General Informa.tioJl: The function of the Airport 'rraffic Control Tower 
:is to communicate vdth aircraft at the field or in its vicinity in . 
order to convey neeessary instructions and infonnation for landings 
and take offs" To accomplish this pm'pose, transmitting and receiving 
facilities operating on various assigned frequencies are available to 
the operatoro The receiver complement of a typical Control Tower 
normally consists of four crystal controlled high-frequency receivers» 
one or two tunable high=frequency receivers» and one or two cr.ystal 
controlled very-high-frequency receiverse The transmitting facilities 
normally consist of three high-frequency transmitters, one or two very
high-frequency transmitters 9 and, if authorized, one low (or medium) 
frequency transmittero The receivers are located in the Control Towero 
The transmitters, with the exception of one emergency VHF transmitter 
installed in the Control Tower, are installed at the Transmitter 
Building and are controlled by remote lines from the tower., A recorder, 
usually located in the Operations Duty Office, automatically trans
cribes all outgoing and incoming transaissionsc An intercommunication 
network connects the Tower to the Operations Office, Operations Radio, 
Aerology Office, and the Transmitter Building., 

The control panels for the Tower equipment are mounted on a sloping 
panel which is part of the operator's desk, illustrated for a typical 
installation on Photograph (A).., The 11Ma.in control Panel", PSNY Model 
130, provides for the control of transmitters, receivers, and microphone 
circuitso The, 11Crc.sh Panel", PSNY Model 131.~~ provides for independent 
control of the crasv transmitter and receiver in emergencyo The 1'Tele
talk and VHF Control Panel 11 contains the intercommunication equipment 
and the controls for the emergency VHF transmitter=receiver installed in 
the Control Tower" These three panels provide all the controls necessary 
for the operation of the Tower radio equipmento 

The equipment associated with the three control panels (with the exception 
c~f the VHF transndtter-:receiver) is mounted. ln an equipment console 11 
PSNY Model 135, located directly behind the operator., Preamplifiers for 
the microphone circuits» radio receiversp power supplies, and special 
@!quipments are mounted in this cabinet» as shown on Figure 1, and illus
trated on Photograph (B), A typical Tower arrangement plan is shown on 
Figure 2., 
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L!ain Cont~:rol Panela PmfL.JTodel 130: r1orma.l operation, all necessary 
contr.,ls are included on the Main ContJ."Ol Panel (see Photograph (D) ), 
which is mounted on the sloping panel c;f the control desk, This panel 
provides control of a maximum of six t}~ansmitters E' ... nd eight receivers 9 
a.'ld permits selection of either one of two microphones (and its associa
ted limiting amplifier) whieh are part of the Tower equipmento An 
indicator lamp shows which of the micrt)phone circuits is in operation., 
Transmitter control switches (toggle switches) are provided so that the 
operator may select and sirnultaneously tr1"..nsmit ovex· aey det3:ired com
bination of transmitters" The frequencies of the transmitters are 
marked on the designation strips ne>..'t to the switches, and a green 11bu1Is
eyen is illuminated adja,:!ent to any svrl.tch that is in the 11operate 11 

position, indicating that the transmitter w:Ul be placed in operation 
whenever the microphone button is preseed6 

A single loudspeaker mounted in the control panel is connected to the 
combined outputs of all receivers., A squelch system. keeps the output 
circuit of each receiver muted until an R~F .. carrier is received., \Vhen 
a carrier is received on ru~ channel, the mutine voltage is removed by 
a relay in the "Carrier Operated Device"$' the sienal is passed through 
to the loudspeaker, an<i a red "bull's-eye 11 lights up, indicating which 
channel received the signal., Volume of the loudspeaker output is ad
justable by a. gain control on the pa.nelo 

Underneath the red indicator lamps for the reced vers is a set of three
position key switches.. In the normal (center) position, the receivine 
system operates as described in the·preceding paragraph 9 Onder certain 
conditions, however, it may be desirable to listen to &ignals of insuf= 
ficient strength to disable the muting system" This can be accomplished 
by throwing the key to the upper (locking) position, The squelch circuit 
is thereby made inoperative on that particular receiver" If' it is 
desired to listen to one receiver only$ without interference from 
receivers on other frequencies the key may be thrown to the lower (non= 
locking) position and all channels.~ other than the desired one, are 
f:filenced~ 

Co grash Panel. Model .12!= Under nonaal conditions.~~ the Crash Panel (Photo
graph (G) ) is not in service, The receiver and transmitter associated 
~rlth the crash system are connected to the Main Control Panel and operate 
in the same manner as the other receivers and transmitterso However, in 
emergency 9 the crash unlts may be isolated from the main control system 
by throwing the switch on this panel from "standby" to "crash"o This 
operation connects the output of the crash receiver to the crash speaker 
(through arJ amplifier .in the panel) and connects the spare microphone 
circuit of the Main. Control Panel to the crash transmitter, The crash 
system and the regular t,o'?ter system then operate independently o A red 
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indicatL1g lamp is illuminated with the switch in the emergency posi
tion, and a green lamp is lighted when it is in the standby positiono 
A gain control on the prmel provides adjustment of the loudspeaker 
volume .. 

D. ,Teletalk and VHF Control Panel, Model 132: The intercommunication and 
VHF Control Panel is illustrated in Photograph (J). The teletalk unit 
provides ccm"llunication to the Operations Office, Aerology, Air Traffic 
Control, and the Transmitter Station.. The VHF control unit, also in
stalled on this panel, is part of the SCR-522 VHF transmitter-receiver, 
which is installed in the Control Tm1er. 

E.. E ui ent Console Model 1 5: The equipment console, illustrated on 
Photographs B) and C;, mounts the rece.ivers, amplifiers and auxiliary 
equipment necessary for the operation of the systemo For normal oper
ation, no adjustments are necessar,y after the equipment has been 
initially set up, A maximum of eight receivers w.a.y be installed in the 
rack and connected to the ''Electronic lf.L"'{er" and "Carrier Operated 
Device" panels.. The antenna system for the HoFo receivers consists of 
a single whip antenna, mounted on the Tower roof, feeding the antenna 
distribution fUStem in the equipnent console through a cathode follower 
type impedance matching device and a coaxial. transmission line.. A 
separate VHF quarter-waves ground plane antenna is furnished for each 
VHF receiver. 

itfuere ranote receivers are used in addition to the. Tower receivers, a 
retnote C.O .. D. unit is also provided, and at the equipment console a 
local-remote ~rltching panel is installed to select either the remote 
receiver o~ the tower receiver, on any of the eight channels. 

F o Recorder Unit: The recorder unit is ordina.ri]¥ located in the Opera
tions Duty Office., \\henever a signal is transmitted or received, the 
recorder is automatically started and the tranamis~ion recorded., Details 
of the circuits involved are described in the following section. 

II. CIRCUIT DETAILS: 

A"' Main Control Panel: As described briefly in the preceding section, the 
functions of the Main Control Panel, PSNY Model 130, are: 

(1) To reproduce over its loudspeaker the audio signals 
received on any Tower channel vben a carrier of sufficient 
strength to disable the muting relay is present on that 
channelo 
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(2) To indicate, by means of an illuminated lamp, which 
channel {or channels) is receiv-ing the signal.. 

(3) To provide means, by operation of key switches, for 
disabling the muting relay on any receiving channel, 
regardless of whether a carrier exists on that channel, 
to permit listening to weak signals., 

(4) To provide means, by operation of key m·dtches, for 
selecting any one receiving chrumel and excluding all 
others .. 

( 5) . To select, by means of toggle swi tehes, any combina
tion of available transmitters for simultaneous 
operation, and to indicate, with signal lamps, which 
trananitters have been selected, 

(6) To select, through a rotary switch, one oi' two micro
phone circuits~ with its associated preamplifier, for 
control of Tower transmissions .. 

The input to the loudspeaker of the :min Control Panel is connected, 
via a matching transformer and gain control, to the output of the 
Electronic Yixer, located in the Equirxnent Console (See Figure 3 
and 4 for schematic, Figure 5 for intercabling diagram).. With no 
carrier received and the receiving channel keys in the normal (center) 
position, all channels are silenced by a blocking bias of -60 volts 
which is impressed on the grids of the mixer tubes in the rnectronic 
Vixer unit. The bias is .fU!'nished by a rectifier unit in the mixer 
and is applied to the grid of the tube via the norrna.l contacts of 
the receiver key at the :.:ain Control Panel and the "carrier of£ 11 con
tacts of the muting relays located in the "Carrier Operated Device"o 
\':hen a carrier is received on a channel, an A.V.C .. voltage is generated 
in the receiver on tr~t channel and this voltage is ~~plified in the 
c.o .. D. unit. The amplified direct ~urrent is used to control the 
muting relay, and when a carrier i3 received, the relay is a.ctuatedo 
This operation disconnects the grid return of the r:dxer tube from the · 
=60 volts squelch circuit and connects it to another circuit which is 
normally short-circuited to ground.. The audio signal is permitted. to 
pass on that particular channel, and it is heard in the loudspeakero 
At the same time, the plate current of the .mixer tube energizes a relay 
in the Electronic 1.rixer which turns on the recorder so that the signal 
is transcribed. A second set of contacts on the C.OoD. rel~ closes 
a low voltage larr1p circuit and lights the signal on the Main Control 
Panel which is associated with the channel that is operating., 
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In order to make it possible to listen to weak signals which are not 
capable of actuating the C .. O.,Do relay, the key switches on the. Main 
Control Panel are wired such that \'Then thrown to the upper position 
(locking), the bias on the mixer tube is reduced to -12 volts and is 
independent of the C.,O.,D., relay.. This bias permits the audio signals 
to be heard at the loudspeaker, but it is sufficient to limit the 
plate current of the mixer tube to a value incapable of operating 
the relay which starts the recorder .. 

Throvdng the key switch to the lower (non-locking) position accanplishes 
two functions.. It reduces the bias on the mixer tube to its nonnal 
value, which permits transmission of the audio signals and energizes 
the recorder starting relay" It also blocks all other channels which 
might interfere by removing the ground from the grid bias return circuit, 
applying -60 volts (through a 100,000 oh.rn resistor) to the "carrier on" 
contacts of all C .. O .. D~ relays .. 

·The toggle switches which select ti1e desired tranBL1itters for multiple 
operation are double pole, single throw svdtches. "hen in the closed 
or "operate" position, one pole of the sv.iteh closes a low voltage 
signal lamp circuit, illuminating a green lamp adjacent to the switch .. 
The voltage for this circuit is obtained fran the Crash Panele The 
other pole of' the switch connects the transmitter control U.ne to a 
coomon control 11hub 11 • This hub is e;rounded when the Tower transmitter 
control relay Kl is actuated.. Grounding a control line permits current 
to now from the 21 ... -volt rectifier at the Transmitter Station through 
the winding of the associated line relay at the station, and the line 
relay places the transznitter in operation. Therefore, any desired 
combination of transmitters can be controlled simultaneously by relay 
Kl, if the proper transmitter switches are turned on at the }f.ain Control 
Panel.. (Transmitter and receiver channels #6 may be isolated from the 
!Jain Control Panel for anergency operation by throwing a switch on the 
Crash Panel. ) 

Carrier control relay Kl is energized by pressing the carrier control 
button at the microphone, grounding one side of the relay Vti.nding. The 
other side of the wirrling is connected to a source of voltage supplied 
frorn the .Electronic Y.ixe:r. , In the normal, unoperated position of the 
relay, the back contacts complete the ground return circuit of the mixer 
bias for ~eceiver channels which have their C.O.D. relays actuated to 
the non-muting position, or ?hich have their key mrltches thrown to the 
lower (non-muting) p9sition. VJhen the relay Kl is operated, in addition 
to t:rounding the control line hub, the mixer bias ground return circuit 
is broken, and a negative blockine; potential of 60 volts reaches the 
bias circuit through a 100,000 ohm resistor, referred to in a previous 
paragraph. The effect is to silence the receiving channel whenever the 
carrier control relay is energized. However, this acti.on does not occur 
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on receiver channels for which the key switch is in the upper (locking) 
position, and these channels remain ur.m.uted., 

The microphone switch, SW 1.5 9 selects either of two microphones, and 
it~ associated limiting amplifier, for Tower ~ransmissions and places 
the other in the "standby" or "crash" circuit (depending upon the posi
tion of the Crash Panel switch)o The front gang of the microphone 
switch connects the carrier control lead of the desired microphone to 
the winding of rel~ Klo A second set of contacts supplies potential 
to the proper microphone indicator lampo The control lead of the 
nstandby11 microphone is connected to the winding of relay K2 for "crash" 
operation..., · 

The back gang of the switch transfers the audio circuitso The audio 
is picked up from the output leads of the two limiting amplifiersc 
Audio from the preamplifier of the "active" microphone is transferred 
to the Tower audio line to the Transmitter Station..., Audio from the 
"standby" circuit is transferred to the "Crash Panel" where its dis
position depends on the position of the crash switcho 

B~ Crash Panel: The purpose of the Crash Panel~ PSNY Model 131, ia to 
isolate the crash circuit from the main Tower circuits. in emergencyo 
Normally, the crash switch (Switch #1, Figure 6) is thrown to the stand
by positiono Under this condition$ ther receiving and transmitting 
functions for the crash frequency are handled by the Main Control Panel 
in the same manner as for all other Tower circuitso The crash receiver 
is muted until a carrier sufficient to disable the squelch relay (CoO.D. 
Panel) is received$ and the output of the crash channel is then applied 
to the speaker in the Uain Control Panelo The crash transmitter may be 
operated by throwing the toggle switch at the Main Panel, and it will 
then be in parallel with all other transmitters which have been placed 
in the "operate" position" Audio to this transmitter is obtained from 
the regular Tower microphone circuit, and reaches the transmitter audio 
line via the crash switch~ 

When this switch is placed in the "emergency" position, the crash cir
cuits are isolated from the Tower circuits, and a red lamp on the Crash 
Panel is lighted instead of the normal green lampo Channel six has 
been wired as the crash channel for both send and receive circuitso 
The audio input to channel six of the Electronic Wxer is also bridged 
to the Crash Panel audio input circuit~ ~ith the crash switch in the 
"standby" position!' this input circuit is terminated in a 500 ohm re
sistor and no sigrAl is heard on the crash speakero With the switch in 
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the emergency position, the audio is applied via the normally closed 
contacts of relay K2 (Main Panel) to the input transformer of a single 
stage amplifier which feeds the crash speaker~ Relay K2 is energized 
when the "crash" microphone pushbutton is operatedo It then grounds 
the transmitter control· line with one set of contacts (turning on the 
transmitter carrier) and with a second set of contacts it silences the 
crash speaker by short circuiting the input to the amplifier~ 

The audio circuits to the Transmitter Station for both Tower and crash 
transmissions are routed through the Crash Panelo With the crash switch 
in the standby position, the Towe"!" audio line is bridged to the crash 
audio line, so that both lines carry the same circuit~ When the switch 
is in the emergency position, the crash audio line is discomlected from 
the Tower audio, and is conhected to the output of the standby mie!"Ophone 
and preamplifierD In order to keep constant the impedance across the 
Tower audio line, a 500 ohm resistor is bridged across ito The crash 
switch performs one other functiono The carrier control line for trans
mitter #6 is routed to the Crash Panel (via the 1~ Panel)~ The Tower 
control circuit (taken from one pole of transmitter control switch #6) 
and the crash control circuit (taken from a set of contacts of rela.7 K2) 
are also connected to the Crash Panelo The switch connects the trans
mitter control line to the Tower control circuit when in the normal 
position and to the crash control circuit when in the emergency positiono 

C., Electronic Mixer: The functions of the Electronic 'Mixer, PSNY Model 128, 
are as follows: 

· (1) To receive signals from up to eight audio channels, and 
to combine these signals into a single audio output 
circuit., 

( 2) To pass or block Sgoa.ls from the various receiving chan
nels, depending upon the condition of channel control 
circuits from the CoO.D .. uait and the setting of control 
keys at the Main Panel., 

(3) To close a control circuit which will start the P.Ec 
recorder unit when an audio signal is being receivedo 

The mixer circuit, shown on Figure 7, consists of four 6sH7 double triode 
tubes, providing eight audio input circuitso The grid circuits are 
transformer coupled to the individual receiver channels" The grid bias 
circuits are wired via the channel switches at the Main Panel to the 
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xb:uting relays at tha CoO,D,, PaneL, the normal condition, when no 
carrier is being received and all chrumel switches are in the center 
position$ a blocking voltage of -60 volts, generated in the rndxer power 
supply, is applied on the grids of ea.ch rrd.xer unit 9 reaching the tube 
by way of the normal contacts of the muti.ng relays and the receiver 
control switcheso This high negative grid vo~tage silences all channelso 

~ben one or more ~hannels are receiving an RoFo carrier~ the respective 
CoOeDo muting relays are operated to the non-blocking condition9 and 
the grid bias is removed on these channelso A cathode resistor self
biases the tubes to the correct operating valueo The plate current of 
the mixer tube flows through the winding of relay RY-19 closing its con
tacts, This energizes the starting circuit at the PoE., recorder unit,, 

If a channel control key at the Main Control Panel is operated 'i:.o the 
lower (non-.J..ocldng) position, the muting rela.y for that channel is by
passed and the blocking bias of the tube i.s- removedp even though 
there ;nay be no carrier Jignal preeent" The receiver output ~n that 
channel will be transmitted through tho mixer unit to the loud.s~~kerc 
The recorder will ba started as before., At the same ti:n~.., all other 
channels~ with ke.ys normal, will be silenced, regardle33 of •~1ethar 
they are receiving a carrier or not 9 because the blocking voltage will 
be applied to their grid£h This feature was discussed in the section 
describing the Main Control Panel" 

If the channel control ke,y is operated to the upper (locking) position, 
the C.OoD. relay is again cut out of the circuit for that channel, and 
a bias of -1?. to -13 volts.is applied to the mixer grido This bi~s is 
obtained from the mixer power supply and reaches the grid via the chan
nel key of the Main Panelo It is insufficient to block the audio signal, 
so the audio appears at the loudspeake~o However, the bias is sufficient 
to keep the plate current of the mixer tu.be below the value required to 
operate re~ RY-1, and therefore the 4~corder will not be startedo 

The Electronic Mixer includes a cornpressor stage which limits the output 
levels of the audio signals passing thl"'Ottgh the unit., The 6SK7 tube 
is used for this purposeo Part of the audio output of the tube is ap
plied across a gain control potentiometer to the grid of a 6SC7 phase 
inverter which drives the push-pull 6V6 output tubes" A portion of the 
audio from the 6sK7 is a~plified by the 6SJ7 and the output coupled to 
a 6H6 diodeo The diode rectifies the voltage and applies it back to the 
grid circuit of the 6SK7 compressor 9 making the gain of the tube in
versely dependent upon the strength of the input signalo 
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The audio output of' the mixer is fed to the speaker on the ~~':a.in Control 
Panel, via a 11T" pad e;a:l.n con~ rol on paneL A separate audio line 
for crash use is made availab: .e by a connection to the audio tenainals 
of receiver f:I6, u.t the t:i.xe:.'" Panel., This audio is applied to the crash 
speaker when the crash svJi tch is in the en.e.I'gency position., 

D.. C.,OoDo R~la:y: Antf?l~: 1'he purpose of the CoOoD. Relay Amplifier, PSNY 
:.lodel 125, is to: 

(1) Provide a.n indication at the ~,lain Control Panel to show 
what, channels are receiving a carrier signal, and 

(2) Control a J~utir~ circuit for each receiver channel, so 
that all circuits, except those receivinp, a carrier, 
will be silenced at the glectronic :.:ixer unit (unless 
the r::utlng circuit is intentionally disabled by or:>erat
ing a key at the :,:ain Control Panel) .. 

The control of the CoO ... O,. unit (See Figure S) is obtained by a connez:tion 
to the Ji. V .. C.. lines of the receivers., The method of picking up the 
re•:::eiver A. VoCo voltage dii'fers on the various types of receivers., It 
is shmNn for a CR3G recei.ver in Figure 18., The AaV.C. voltage obtained 
depends upon the type of receiver and strength of s:l.1no.l, but is usually 
in the range of 1 to 5 volts., For receiving chs.P.nels 1 to 6 inclusive, 
the A.V.C. voltage of each receiver is applied to the grid of an individual 
6SN7 tube~ The pl.1.te of the first section is direct coupled to the grid 
of the second section ·of the tube in a conventional D.C. araplifier cir
cuit., The plate current of the second section flcv.vs through the r:1uting 
reley associated with the receiving channel.. ·i.ihen no carrier is being 
received, there is no A.V.C. voltage and the relQy is not energizedo The 
armature of one set of contacts of the relay is connected to the illixer 
unit squelch input for that channel, via the control sv:itch at the ~lain 
Gontrol PaneL ·,',hen the relay is not ener,gh:ed, the armature is connected 
t'J a negative potential of about -60 V;Jlts, supplied from the :glectronic 
'ixer" This voltage is therefore applied to the grid of the rrd.xer tube 

a·:1ei blocks all signals on the charu1eL The rr.utifl.g action of a rcla.y on 
any cha.n."lel may be nullified by· ope rat ion of the key at. the L~in Control 
Punel to either the upper or lower position .. 

'\;hen a relay is energized, the blocking bias circuit on that channel 
is re;)laced by a connection which non!•ally gro·v.nds the grid return cir
cuit at the :.~ain Control f'anel.. ·: ith the high blockine bias removed, 
the received signal is transmitted through the 3lectronic :5ixer unito 
At the sn::te tiae a second set of contacts on the rela,y are closed and 
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apply a low potential to the indicator lamp on the Main Control Panel_, 
to show which channel is receiving the signal .. 

The ground return circuit mentioned in the preceding paragraph may be 
interrupted either by operating any key at the L!ain Panel to the lower 
(non-lockir~) position or by pressing the carrier control button at the 
microphone, actuating relay KL With ground removed, a blocking bias 
reaches the relay contacts through a 100,000 ohm resistor in the ~Aain 
Panel, and the channel is muted even though a carrier signal is present .. 

Channels 7 and 8 of the CoOoDG unit have an additional stage of DoC~ 
amplification for the AoVoC" voltage, utilizing a 6AC7 tube direct 
coupled to the 6SN7 inputo The effect of adding a single stage of DoC. 
amplification is to invert the DoCo output so that when there is no 
AoVoCo voltage, a large curr~nt flows from the plate of the final stage 
of the D .. C ~ amplifier through the relay winding, and when therE is an 
A o V oC o voltage present, the current is blockedo The normal or "carrier 
off" position of the relay armature is therefore ;;~pposite that of the 
other relays, and the connections to the relay contacts are therefore 
reversed, in order to maintain the same action as for the first six 
channelso The purpose of the additional stage of amplification is for 
use with receivers having low AoV~C~ voltage, such as the RCO., 

E, Remote C.O~D .. Unit :Model and Remote Switchi Panel: The Remote 
C.O .. Dc Unit, Model 145, See Figure 9) is similar to and performs the 
same general functions as the CoOoD. Unit, Model 125, described in the 
preceding section, except that it is used when the receivers are re
motely located from t.he Tower" The A,V .Co leads from the receivers on 
each channel are connected to the D.Ce amplifier tubes, and the output 
of each tube controls a "carrier operated" relay.. Channels 7 and 8 
have an additional stage of amplification, the same as for Model 125., 
The Remote Relay Unit does not directly light a lamp at the Main Control 
Panel, nor does it directly control the blocking bias of the Electronic 
Mixer., Instead, it furnishes either ground potential (for no carrier) 
or a negative D.Co voltage (when a carrier is received) to the A.V.C. 
input of the local c.o.D. Unit, which then controls the indicator 
lights and the blocking bias in the same manner as for local receivers"' 
The negative D.C. voltage is generated in the power supply of the Remote 
Unit and is applie.f through the "carrier-on" contacts of the channel 
relayso A second set of contacts lights a channel indicator lamp on 
the Remote Unit when a. carrier is receivedo In order that the Control 
Tower operator may be able to select either local or remote receivers 
on aqy channel, a Ranote Receiver Switching Panel is provided 
wherever remote receiving installations are used. This panel con-
sists of eight keys which are wired in such a manner as to connect 
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the AQVaCo input of each ~aplifier tube of the local CoO~D~ Unit to 
either the AoV oC., line of the local receiver or the channel control 
voltage from the Remote C .. O .. Do At the same time, another set of con
t.~.cts on the key connects the audio input of the Electronic Mixer to 
the local receiver audio. output on the audio line from the. remote 
receiver,, 

F" 1~scellaneous '!olve:r: .. Q.om!91..J3Lu:lJ?men!:,~ M::J.scellaneous equipment as
sociated with the Tower control circuits are: 

(1) Limiting Amplifiers for u:re with the microphone 
circd.ts., 

(2) Cathode follower antenna }flatching unit., 

(3) f~ecorder and Recorder Control unit" 

The J;Lrlting t..mplifiers :.1re of two types, the older Model #1, and the 
lat~er Model #142, Circuit diag:rams are given on Figures 10 and ll, res
peC"c.ivelyo The circuits invt1bmd are conventional amplif~er and cc:m
p:,•essor circuits which providt~ .a limited range of volume output over a 
considerable range of volume :input from. the roi.crophone., 

The Cathode Follower Impedance. Matching Units, Model 106A or l06B 
(:Figures L~ or 13, respect:i.veJ.y) are used to couple the whip antennas on 
the Tower to the coaxial tramrr.ission line to the receivers, One unit 
ia installed for each Tower and it· is mounted in a watertight box near 
the &.\'1tennao The function o'l' the Cathode Follower is to offer a high 
load impedance to the anterm.i currents, and to transmit the signals re
ceived from the antenna to 1:1 low impeda.n.ce transmission line with small 
loss in voltage amplitudec Owing to the nature of the circuit, the 
voltage output of a Cathode Follower is slightly less than the voltage 
input, but because the intpe<:ance of the output is much less, there is 
considerable power amplific !Ltion in the device o The Model 106A unit 
uses a type 6AC7 impedance matching tube and a t~ 80 rectifier" Model 
l06B, which is modif.ied to provide either balanced or unbalanced out
ptrtt 9 'J.U-es a 6AC7 impedance ma.tch:i.ng tube and a. 5V14 rectifier:> 

The Recorder units are the Navy standard PE or PE-lo Separate audio 
input circuits are provided for monitoring the Crash audio transmissions, 
the Tower transmissions, and the t-ecei ved audio (Crash and Tower audio 
both go through the Mixer~ and onr' connection is sufficient to pick up 
both)o Three starting rel~s are provided for turning on the Recorder 
unit automaticallyn The contacts of the relays are connected in parallel~ 
in order that the closing of any :~ela.y will start the machine" The 
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winding of one re~ is connected in series with the contacts of re~ 
RY-1 in the Electronic Mixer, and the Recorder is started whenever a 
carrier is receiv~d~ The windings of the other two relays are energized, 
respective~, when the Crash or Tower transmitter control circuits are 
grounded (placing the transmitters involved on the air)., 

III o MAINTENANCE AND Tb;ST DATA: 

A., General: In this section, the method or setting up the adjustments on 
the equipment and the procedure for locating various types of trouble 
will be described briefly o The initial adjustments required to place 
the equipment in operation are; 

(l) Adjustment of CoOoDo Unit to respond properly to A .. V .c .. 
signals from the various receivers, taking into account 
the local noise level and other factors,. 

{2) Adjustment of the audio input for the mixer to a suitable 
value on each channel .. 

(3) Adjustment of gain or microphone preamplifiersc 

After the equipnent has been placed in service 1 failures of the receiving 
facilities ~ be due to the foll~ causes: 

(1) Fail.ure to receive audio signals or visual indication 
ot carrier on one or more channels, in the presence of 
a modulated carrier., 

(2) Fallure of channels to mute properly ;when no carrier 
is present .. 

(3) Failure or channel keys to control muting of the 
receiving channels, or failure of receiving channels 
to mute when the Tower is transmitting .. 

Failures ot the transmitting facilities at the Control Tower will fall 
into two classes: 

(1) Inability to control the transmitter carrier~~ 

(2) Breakdown in audio circuitso 

Except where otherwise stated, the following discussions refer to the 
regular Tower facilities, rather than the Crash system. 
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B . .,. Initial Adjustments: The most important adjustment of. the Tower equip
ment is the settine of the CoOoDo unit sensitivit7o A potentiometer is 
provided on each channel of the CoOoDo for this purpose.. It is necessar.y 
to adjust the C~O$DG se1~itivity sufficiently high to receive desired 
transmissions, and at the same time to hold the sensitivity low enough 
so that static or local interference peaks will not trigger the system .. 
As the interference level is different at each station, and probably on 
each channel, the settings of the C.OoDo sensitivity will var,y widelyo 
It is suggested that a start on the adjustments, on H•Fo channels, be 
made by feeding 15 microvolts from a signal generator into the radio 
receiver of the channel under.test, and the sensitivity of the CoOoD.
unit be reduced to a point where the :relay is just operatedc The re
ceiver sensitivity should be at maximum and the- receiver squelch (if 
any) turned off" If bursts of static or interference operate the C .0 .. D" 
after thi's adjustment has been made, reduce the sensitivity further, 
If tests on the air indicate some desired signals are not strong enough 
to actuate the C.O.Do9 increase the sensitivity. ~hen the optimum setting 
of the control has been found, record the input to the receiver in 
microvolts and the A., V .. c., voltage output, measured by a VT voltmeter 1 

as this information ~ be useful on future tests,. · 

The audio input to the Mixer unit should be set near 0-DB (referred to 
6MW) by adjusting the receiver volume control when receiving a normal 
voice signalo If the volume input is set too high 1 severe distortion 
will result in the volume compressor stage, and the effectiveness of 
the canpressor in maintaining a steady output level is reduced,. 

The output of the microphone preamplifiers should be set to give ap
proximatel.7 0-DB level at the transmitter station DB meter,. 

C., Receiving System, Servicing: The receiving circuits are ·shown in sim~ 
pli!ied form on Figure 16c In the event of faUure to receive an addio 
signal or visual indication of carrier on a channel when an R .. F., carrier 
exists Jl the circuit may be traced on this diagram to the point of fault .. 
If the CoO,D .. relay fails to operate. the trouble may be lack of A .. VoC. 
voltage fr001 the receiver, tube failure in the C .. O .. D .. unit, or improper 
adjustment of the D .. C .. amplifier sensitivity in the c .. o .. o,. unito It the 
CoOoD .. relay responds properly' when a carrier is present on the channel1 
the audio input and grid bias of the input tube at the Electronic Mixer 
should be checked.. A lack of audio suggests an open or short circuited 
line to the receiver, or receiver failureo If the grid return is biased• 
the trouble is an open ground return on the bias circuit and mq be 
caused by an open back contact of' the keying relq n, or an open con
tact in one of the eight channel switches, which are all in series., 
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Failure of a channel to mute when no carrier is present DI8.Y' be due to a 
number of causes«> The c .. o .. D. relay- should be checked to see if it is in 

1 

the "carrier off" position.. It not, the c.o.D. sensitivit7 .mrq be adjusted 
too highQ If the relay' is in the correct position, check the control 
S1d tch contacts ·of the channel in question for an open circuit 1 and then 
trace the 60 volt blocld.ng bias line back to the point where the bias is 
lost.. An open l megohm resistor or a short-circuited .. 05 mfo condenser 
at the control switch mq cause this trouble .. 

Failure of channel keys to control the muting circuit or failure of the 
receivers to mute when the transmitting relq is keyed probabq is caused 
by' poor contacts of the mtches or relays" 

Do Transndttiy Facilities: The transnitter control circuits are shown on 
Figure 14 in simpJ.itied form9 The carrier control relay- at the trans
mitter station is energized when the control line circuit is completed 
to ground, through the transmitter control switches and the contacts ot 
relay Klo If the transmitter carriers stay' on when the carrier control 
pushbutton is not closed, open all transmitter toggle switches and observe 
whether arrr carriers still remain on the air o If so 1 the most probable 
causes of trouble are grounded control lines on arrr transmitter which 
falls to shut downo 

If opening the toggle switches shuts down each of the transmitters, the 
short.· circuit to grolmd must be on the common side of the switches, and 
ma7 be caused by closing of relay Kl.. Relay Kl will close if there is 
a short circuit to ground of the line from the relay winding to the 
microphone pushbutton.. This type of trouble m.q be isolated by' rotating 
the microphone switch to the other microphone circuit and observing 
whether the trouble is cleared., If the trouble is ~t cleared, inspect 
for grounds at the relay, microphone switch and microphone input jack,. 

Another type of trouble which may be encountered is the failure of one 
or more transmitter units to co.ms on when the microphone button is 
closecl. If only one circuit fails., the trouble is probabl;r a detective 
trS.nsmitter control switch or an open line to the transnitter (inspect 
associated jacks, plugs, and terminal strips)o Test by grounding the 
control line at various places and observing to see whether the rela7 
at the Transmitter Building is operated. Control circuit six is also 
wired for crash use, and is rout6d through the Crash Panel., so inspec
tion for open circuits on this line should include the plugs, jacks, and 
Crash switch. The cause of the trouble in this case mq be isolated by' 
switching the Crash switch to the emergency position and operating the 
Crash microphone. 
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Failure of the transmitter audio circuit ln&y be due to trouble in the 
microphone or preamplifier# and this may be deter.mined by operating the 
microphone SlQ.tch., I.f neither circuit works, the audio should be traced 
with a. headset from the 'unpll.fier outp-ut. to the input of the transmitter 
audio line 1 following the simplified schematic Figure 15, Short or open 
circuits a.t jacks, plugs, switch contacts, and terminal strips are also 
possible sources of troublec 

E,., Summax::t: The preceding paragraphs are intended chiefly' for the purpose 
of suggesting general methods of locating the causes of failures of 
various typeso As. maintenance personnel become familiar with the equip
menta numerous shortcuts should become apparentc. The schematic wiring 
diagram, Figure 3, which shows the entire Tower Control System, should 
ue used as an aid in all tests and measurements., 

A table of voltage and resistance measurements for the equipment has been 
contpiled and is included in the Appendix, along with other information 
which may be of assistan~eo 
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.Q!~J:Lfanel 1 PSNY 1/fgg~=\._ll! 

P~;e:r· Supply PlAte to Plate 
Po<uer Supply F'i¥unent to Ground 
6V6 Plate to Ground 
6V6 Screen to Ground 
Filament Voltage 6V6 
It'ilament Voltage 5U4 

to Ground 6V6 

650 AC 
425 DC 

!I 

II 

6"1 AC 
5c0 l~.C 

43o0 DC 

SOO ohr.lls 
,,6 to oS Megohms 

It 

II 

400 ohms 

T1 Primary DC :resistance 250 ohms wit.h plug in phone jack 
'rl Secondary DC resistance ll,125 or1.l1l>'So 

Ll Choke 650 ohms 
T2 Power transformer prima.cy 650 ohms., 

Poiver t~onsumption of Crash Panel 25 watt,s. 
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Tl P1•imacy 2hJ.) ohms DC 
'rl Secondacy 1.'2;000 ohms DC 

T9 Pr:iii:ta.ry 4 ohms DC 
T9 Secondal~ 180 ohms D~ 

'l].o Primary .300 ohms DC 
TJD Secondary 16 ohm.s DC 

Power supply output :resistance 40$0CJO ohmso 

~1. 
Plate to ground 95,000 ohms 
Cathode to ground 1,250 ohms 
Gr•id to ground 10,000 ohms 

6H6 
-D:.ode #3!) 3a5 megohms 

m.ode #5 Infinity 
Cathode #4 In!inity 
G.::.thode #8 0 

_22g1 
Grid 114 1 megohm 
Grid 113, 13,000 ohlns 
Plate #2, 30,000 ohms 
Plate #5, 30 9000 ohms 
Cathode 2,000 ohms 

§.§.151 
Plate to ground 75,000 ohms 
Cathode to ground 4,000 ohms 
Grid to ground 3 .. 5 megohms 

6V6 
-=Plate to ground 40,000 ohms 

Screen to ground 41POOO ohms 
Cathode t,o ground 450 ohms 
Grid to ground 700,000 ohms 

~2 
Plate to ground 40,000 ohms 
Cathode to ground 650 ohms 
Grid to ground .34,000 ohms 

(All measurements below with :'Uectronic 
Voltmeter) 

~ 
Plate (5) 2.4 volts 
Grid (1) =o7 volts 
Cathode (.3) "7 volts 

6SC7 
Plate (2) 160 volts 
Plate (5) 155 volts 
Grid (.3) 
Grid (4) 
Cathode (6) 2 volts 

iL 

~ 
Plate (S) 210 volts 
Grid {4) -25 volts 
Cathode (5) 25 vol.ts 

2§.1..1 
Pl.ate ( 8) 5 vol.ts 
Grid (4) 
Grid (6) 60 volts· 
Cathode (5) 2 volts 
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Electronic Mixer., P.SNY MOdel 128 (Continued) ""' All measurements with 
Electronic Voltmetero 

6H6 
.......... Diode (.3) -,.2 volts 

Diode (5) -ol volts 
Cathode (4) 
Cathode (8) 0 

6V6 
--Plate (3) 335 volts 

Screen (4) 280 volts 
Cathode (8) 20 volts 
Grid (5) -20 volts 

Power supply output 350 volts 

Consumption 60 watts 
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(All Voltage M:easurements with Electronic Voltmeter) 

f.irst six 6sN7s 

Plate (2) 
Plate (5) 
Grid (l) 
Grid (4) 
Cathode (.3) 
Cathode ( 6) 

2AC7 
.. 

Plate (8) 
Screen (6) 
Grid (4) 
Cathode (5) 

;Last two 6SN7 s 

Plate (2) 
Plate (5) 
Grid (1) 
Grid (4) 
cathode (J) 
Cathode (6) 

2 megohw..s 
7,500 ohms 

1 megohm 
2 megohm 

10,000 ohms 
2,000 ohms 

56,000 ohms 
5,000 ohi:r.s 

l.,8m6gohms 
0 

50,000 ohms 
7,500 ohms 

58,000 ohms 
48,000 ohms 
10,000 ohms 
7,000 ohm.s 

Power supply output 290 volts 

Consumption 84 watts 

~S RC.O R"7 

r==T~ cu:. 'j v. ZIO'( 

=o6 volts 
260 II 

=o5 If 

... o5 n 
ol n 

lJoO 11 

lOoO volts 
65o0 It 

=-"2 II 

0 

160 volts 
230 II 

9 II 

170 II 

160 II 

160 !I 

fit 8 R q ft.' o 'Fit '' Fit ' ~ R.. t3 "' +v 
.... 
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